
Belonging: The Autobiography By Alun Wyn Jones I liked the fact that the majority of the book was
about the rugby and how he got where he is today and he still kept his private life still quite private I
thoroughly enjoyed this book 978-1529058093 Excellent read: The book serves to clarify the
situation with regard to his quiet demeanour and much else, Clearly a great leader on the field of
play it leaves one wondering if his effective approach will be allowed to benefit the off field activities
of Welsh / European rugby, This book will appeal to a wide cross section of people who enjoy
inspirational tales. 74 shipping Belonging: The AutobiographyGreat read and service excellent, Good
price too 978-1529058093 Very much enjoyed getting to know the character behind the player.
Thank you 978-1529058093 Book tells a story that I found interesting without really gripping me
into the story or telling me much really interesting information. 978-1529058093 I bought this book
for my wife an ardent fan of Alun Wyn Jones: On opening the package she found that there was some
damage to the book: The top right hand corners of four pages in the middle of the book had been
folded in to form triangles about an inch deep, The life of a professional rugby player even one as
good as Alun Wyn is just boring, I got the distinct impression that AWJ changed his mind about
wanting to do this book not too far into it but pushed on with it anyway. It's a book that holds the
reader at arm's length not letting you know anything you couldn't see or surmise for yourself, For
example AWJ states how he once hugged Shane Williams so hard he broke one of Shane's ribs, He
tells you what happened but it's only what anyone witnessing it could have told you. This is AWJ
narrating snippets of his life at a breakneck speed with no real insight into any of it:
978-1529058093 In his own words Alun Wyn has written a book describing his Rugby years and the
pride he feels on being asked to play for Wales: His great achievements through the years are
documented for all to see. From the starting out years to holding the highest number of caps for
Wales. Truly an outstanding role model for all 978-1529058093 Cracking book from start to finish I
thoroughly enjoyed reading his story: 978-1529058093 In a way I felt it was a privilege to to have an
insight into the life of a real and genuine sportsman. As generally acknowledged by Welsh rugby
followers (and others) AWJ has been the leader of the national team for many years recently being
given the captain title.
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Yet no sour grapes. 978-1529058093 $11. Arrived in good time for a gift for someone. Guess he has
just cashed in on his fame. I will leave it to gather dust on the bookshelf. This spoilt the overall look
of the book. 978-1529058093

.

But a bit boring. No crazy times. 978-1529058093 This book was an odd experience. And that's it.
And it's the same with the rest of the book.Not a bad read but not an engaging one either. Highly
recommended


